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Abstract
The Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) general circulation model (GCM) includes modules
for sea surface temperature (SST) diurnal warming and cool-skin layers. To support the application
of a coupled atmosphere-ocean data assimilation capability, the GCM needs to be flexible enough to
support both coupled atmosphere ocean general circulation model (AOGCM) and atmosphere-only
(AGCM) configurations, with only minor configuration changes at the user interface. This docu-
ment presents a formulation of an atmosphere-ocean interface layer (AOIL) that serves this purpose.
Previous work by Akella et al. (2017) described a version of a model for near-surface temperature
variations, including both both diurnal warming and cool-skin effects, that has been used since 2017
in the near-real-time GEOS FP (forward processing) weather analysis and forecasting system. The
diurnal cycle of SST in that version of the GEOS atmospheric data assimilation system (ADAS)
undergoes a sharp decay in the late afternoon (local time). The updated AOIL presented here in-
cludes a modification of the similarity function used in the diurnal warming model. Results from
offline model runs illustrate an improvement in the near-surface (less than 0.5m depth) diurnal cy-
cle compared to the original formulation. The new formulation requires minimal parameter tuning,
and the improvements are robust across long (several month) simulation periods. This new model
formulation, however, retains some deficiences from the previous module, such as a small warm
bias in calm wind conditions for water depths below 1m. Our future work would include surface
salinification and sea-ice into the AOIL.
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1 Introduction
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Earth Observing System
(GEOS) model (Molod et al., 2015, 2012) and data assimilation system (DAS) is used for a variety
of applications: atmospheric data assimilation (Todling and El Akkraoui, 2018) and real-time fore-
casting (henceforth referred to as “Forward-Processing" (FP) System; https://gmao.gsfc.
nasa.gov/GMAO_products/NRT_products.php), Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis For
Research and Applications (MERRA), version 2 (Gelaro et al., 2017) reanalysis, and seasonal fore-
casting (Borovikov et al., 2017). The GEOS model used in the FP and reanalysis systems is an
atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM), whereas the seasonal forecasting system relies
on an atmosphere ocean general circulation model (AOGCM). Following the long-term goals laid
out by the National Research Council (1992), National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine (2018), NASA weather research objectives (Zeng et al., 2016), and the World Weather Re-
search Program (WWRP) recommendations, the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO)
is developing an atmosphere-ocean coupled data assimilation system (CDAS) (Brassington et al.,
2015; Dee et al., 2014) which would use the GEOS AOGCM for all of the above applications.
Recently Akella et al. (2016, 2017) enhanced the sea surface temperature (SST) representation
in the GEOS AGCM and atmospheric DAS by including a model for near-sea surface diurnal warm-
ing and cool-skin layers in order to resolve skin to bulk thermodynamic processes 1. In contrast the
GEOS AOGCM used for seasonal forecasting (Borovikov et al., 2017) parameterizes the SST di-
urnal cycle (Ham et al., 2014; Vernieres et al., 2012) and does not include a cool-skin layer. The
main objective of this paper is to document the formulation of a unified atmosphere-ocean interface
layer (AOIL)2 for the GEOS AGCM and AOGCM that paves the way for a future GEOS based
CDAS; implementation details and results thereof are postponed to a future study. Another objec-
tive of this document is to describe an improvement to the diurnal warming model used in Akella
et al. (2017) (henceforth referred to as ATS17). Gentemann and Akella (2018) and ATS17 showed
that the diurnal warming of ATS17 decays unrealistically just after sunset; here we propose a mod-
ification to the ATS17 scheme to overcome this behaviour. Similarly formulated interface layers
have already been implemented in the models of other operational centers, e.g., in the European
Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) coupled model (Mogensen et al., 2012),
in the Norwegian Earth system model (Bentsen et al., 2013), in the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory (GFDL) coupled model (Delworth et al., 2006), and in the UK Met Office HadGEM3
coupled model (Hewitt et al., 2011). Akin to these examples, our interface layer also acts as a
coupler between the atmosphere and ocean components. Besides this functionality, as in ATS17,
the ultimate goal of the AOIL is to prognostically model the ocean surface variables (temperature,
salinity, currents, waves, sea ice, etc) for improved assimilation of surface-sensitive observations,
including satellite radiance observations. The formulation presented in this paper details a model
for the near-surface ocean temperature variation only; future developments would extend our for-
mulation to other surface variables of interest.
1.1 Document organization
This document is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the formulation of the AOIL for both
AGCM and AOGCM implementations, focusing only on the modeling of near-surface temperature
variations; a few recommendations are also provided for its potential near-future implementation in
the GMAO seasonal forecasting system. Section 3 details the diurnal warming model used in ATS17
1operational since January 2017, GEOS version 5.16.5 onward
2pronounced “a-oil"; this acronym has no connection to any similar acronyms
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and proposes a modified scheme that improves upon the ATS17 scheme. Section 4 provides results
from off-line model simulations and observational comparisons. Section 5 provides a summary and
conclusions.
2 Atmosphere-Ocean Interface Layer
The AOIL acts as a coupler of the atmosphere and ocean general circulation models (GCMs). Its
chief objective is to provide the ocean general circulation model (OGCM) with surface fluxes from
the atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) while exchanging state variables among the
two GCMs. We first describe the AOIL formulation in the general case of the coupled AOGCM;
uncoupled AGCM case will be presented thereafter.
In order to accurately model the near-surface ocean temperature variations, we embed the model
used by ATS17 into the top layer of the OGCM in such a manner that the OGCM needs no mod-
ification. See Alderson (1990), Schiller and Godfrey (2005), and Li et al. (2000) for similar for-
mulations. The top layer of the OGCM, having depth D, is divided into two sub-layers, as shown
in Fig. 1. The lower sublayer has a foundation temperature, Tf , which does not vary with depth
within the sublayer. The subscripts, ‘f’ denotes the lower sublayer, ‘w’ denotes the upper sublayer
and ‘o’ denotes the OGCM top layer. The upper or interface sublayer, i.e., the AOIL, has depth,
d and contains the surface cool-skin layer and the diurnally varying warm layer; in this sublayer,
temperature, T (z) varies with depth.
We define Tw to be the mean temperature of the upper sublayer:
Tw =
1
d
∫ d
0
T (z)dz, (1)
and Tf to be the mean temperature of the lower sublayer:
Tf =
1
D−d
∫ d
D
T (z)dz, (2)
so that the mean temperature of the OGCM’s top layer is given by
To = (1− εd)Tf + εd Tw, (3)
where
εd =
d
D
< 1. (4)
Typical values of d and D are 2 m and 10 m respectively3. We also define
σT = Tw−Tf , (5)
which is the thermodynamic state variable of the AOIL or the top sublayer in Fig.1. The following
relations, derived from above, will be useful:
Tw = To+(1− εd)σT , Tf = To− εd σT . (6)
3If the OGCM has sufficient vertical resolution, εd ∼ O(1), and this formulation would have to be revised; a few
recommendations are given in Appendix C
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Figure 1: Schematic of the temperature variation in the top layer (depth: D) of the OGCM. The
AOIL, or interface layer, (at depth, d, shown in dark gray) is above a foundation layer (shown
in light gray). Tw, Tf and To are the depth-averaged temperatures in the interface, foundation and
OGCM top layers, respectively. SWtop is the incident shortwave radiation at the top of the OGCM,
and the radiation that penetrates through the interface and foundation layers is denoted by SWd and
SWD respectively; the total contribution from the net longwave, latent and sensible heat fluxes at
the top of the interface layer are denoted by Q↓ and Fd is the local turbulent flux at the base of the
interface layer
.
In the interface and foundation layers, we assume that Tw and Tf evolve according to
dρw cw
∂Tw
∂ t
= SWtop−SWd + Q↓︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Qw
+εd QO−Fd , (7)
(D−d)ρw cw ∂Tf∂ t = SWd−SWD︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Q f
+(1− εd)QO+Fd , (8)
where Qw = SWtop−SWd + Q↓, Q f = SWd−SWD, ρw and cw denote the density and heat capacity
of sea water and where Fd is the local turbulent heat flux at the base of the interface layer, which we
assume is dominated by turbulent motions within the top layer of the OGCM (to be parameterized
below). SW is the downward shortwave flux at the depth denoted by the subscript, and QO is the
total contribution of heat from mixing, transport, and (in sea-ice covered regions) the freeze-melt
potential computed by the OGCM. QO is assumed to be independent of depth within the topmost
OGCM layer. The total heating from non-solar surface fluxes is given by
Q↓ = LW ↓−LW ↑(Ts)−HS(Ts)−HL(Ts). (9)
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Here LW ↓ is the downward longwave radiation absorbed by the surface, and the last three terms
in (9), defined positive upward, are the emitted longwave radiation and the sensible and latent heat
fluxes, respectively. These are assumed to depend on the surface skin temperature Ts, which will be
diagnosed from the state variables as described below.
Multiplying Eq. (8) by εd1−εd and subtracting from Eq. (7) yields the following prognostic
equation for σT :
dρw cw
∂σT
∂ t
= Qw− εd1− εd Q f︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Qσ
− 1
1− εd Fd . (10)
Where
Qσ = Qw− εd1− εd Q f
Adding Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), and using Eq. (3), yields the OGCM’s prognostic equation for To:
Dρw cw
∂To
∂ t
= Qw+Q f +QO. (11)
In practice the atmosphere and ocean GCMs are coupled by an interface component that com-
putes Qw, Q f , and Fd and updates σT . The OGCM updates To, computing QO and using the same
Qw and Q f as the interface component. The main job of the interface component is to update its
prognostic variable, σT , using (10). All other quantities in Fig. 1 must be prescribed or diagnosed
from σT and the temperature of the top layer of the OGCM, To. Details of the algorithm, including
the time discretization, will be given in following sections, but first we need a more detailed physical
model of the warm and cool layers. For this we rely on the model proposed by Zeng and Beljaars
(2005) (hereafter ZB05). They assume that the temperature within the interface layer varies as:
T (z) =

Tδ − (1− zδ )∆Tc if 0≤ z≤ δ →Cool Layer,
Tδ − [ z−δd−δ ]µ(Tδ −Tf ) if δ < z≤ d→Warm Layer,
(12)
where δ is the depth of the cool-skin layer (typically a few millimeters), Tδ is the temperature at
z = δ , µ is a scalar chosen to be ≤ 1, and ∆Tc = Tδ − Ts. Figures 2 and 3 depict an illustration
of these variables and their typical diurnal variation, respectively. The temperature drop within the
cool skin layer, ∆Tc, is calculated as in ATS17 (Appendix B).
Using Eq. (1), we can express Tw in terms of the above profile parameters in Eq. (12):
Tw = Tδ −
δ
2d
∆Tc− (1−δ/d)
(1+µ)
(Tδ −Tf ),
Assuming δd  1,
Tδ −Tw ≈
1
1+µ
(Tδ −Tf ), (13)
and
σT = Tw−Tf ≈ µ1+µ (Tδ −Tf ). (14)
Using Eq. (6) and Eq. (14), we obtain the following relation
Tδ ≈ To+
(
1
µ
+(1− εd)
)
σT . (15)
We also approximate the skin temperature as
Ts = T (z = 0)≈ Tδ −∆Tc. (16)
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Figure 2: Details of the vertical variation of modeled temperature in the atmosphere-ocean interface
layer of depth, d. Tf is the foundation temperature, Tδ is the temperature at the top of the diurnal
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Figure 3: Schematic illustrating the modeled temperature profile in the AOIL. During local day
time, in low wind conditions, positive ∆Tw shifts the profile to the right. Whereas at night time or
high winds, ∆Tw ≈ 0, therefore Ts ≈ Tf −∆Tc.
2.1 Turbulent heat flux at the base of the interface layer
Following ZB05 and ATS17, we assume that the turbulent heat flux at the base of the warm layer is
given by
Fd =−ρw cw
[
K(z)
∂T
∂ z
]
z=d
, (17)
and using Eq. (12) and Eq. (14), we obtain
∂T
∂ z
∣∣∣∣
z=d
=−µ
(
Tδ −Tf
d−δ
)
≈−(1+µ) (Tw−Tf )
d
, (18)
so that Eq. (17) can be written in terms σT :
11
Fd = ρw cw K(d)(1+µ)
σT
d
, (19)
From similarity theory, the diffusivity at depth d can be written as:
K(d) =
κ u∗ d
φ(ζ )
, (20)
where κ is the von Karman constant, u∗ =
√
τw
ρw is the friction velocity in water, τw is the magnitude
of the shear, and φ(·) is an empirical similarity function operating on a non-dimensional measure of
stability, ζ , with φ(0) = 1 (details follow in section 3). Using equations (19) and (20), Eq. (10) can
be rewritten as:
∂σT
∂ t
=
Qσ
dρw cw
− 1
τσ
σT , (21)
where the turbulent relaxation time for σT is given by
τσ =
d2 (1− εd)
K(d)(1+µ)
=
d (1− εd)φ(ζ )
κ u∗ (1+µ)
. (22)
To summarize the main computations, given Qσ , we solve for the AOIL state variable σT using
equation (21). Tδ and Ts are obtained by solving equations Eq. (15) and (16), respectively.
In the future, the GEOS DAS will be an atmosphere-ocean CDAS. The present operational
version of the GEOS atmospheric DAS, though uncoupled to an ocean, uses the ATS17 based
atmosphere-ocean interface layer for SST diurnal warm and cool-skin layers and will switch to the
present formulation of AOIL to prepare for a future CDAS. Appendix C provides a few sugges-
tions and remarks regarding the possible replacement of the parameterized SST diurnal cycle in the
GMAO seasonal forecasting system with this formulation of the AOIL.
2.2 AGCM configuration
When the AOIL is exercised in the uncoupled, AGCM configuration, we simply ignore the Q f term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (10), i.e., Qσ =Qw. We also neglect εd when calculating the relaxation
time-scale; therefore τσ = d φ(ζ )κ u∗ (1+µ) . Finally, Tf is read in from an already existing dataset; using
(14) and (16) we calculate Tδ and Ts respectively. With the above simplifications we recover the
formulation given by ATS17 and ZB05. Given the nature of these simple modifications, which
keeps the core of the AOIL formulation intact between coupled and uncoupled GCM configurations,
we have achieved our goal, outlined in section 1, of deriving a unified formulation.
3 Similarity function
Following Monin-Obukhov (M-O) similarity theory, ZB05 set ζ = z/L, where
L =
u3∗
κ FB
(23)
is the M-O length. The M-O length, which fully characterizes turbulence in the ocean’s surface
layer, depends only on the imposed surface quantities u∗ and the buoyancy flux at the surface:
FB =
gα
ρw cw
Qw− cw SβαLe HL(Ts), (24)
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where S is the near-surface salinity and α and β are the thermal and haline expansion coefficients of
seawater, respectively, g denotes acceleration due to gravity, and Le is the latent heat of vaporization.
(Following ZB05, we ignore salinity effects on FB.) This works well enough in the daytime when FB
is downward, and hence positive due to solar heating. Also, as long as u∗ is small, Fd will be small,
and the evolution of σT will be dominated by the surface heating. The problem with using M-O
theory in the diurnal layer begins to appear at sunset (see discussion of similar to issues pointed
by Schneider and Müller (1990) and Shinoda and Hendon (1998) for mixed layer models). The
diffusivity very quickly becomes unrealistically large, since it is assumed to be in equilibrium with
a negative buoyancy flux at the surface, when, in fact, the temperature profile is mostly stable and
the turbulence is far from being in equilibrium with the surface flux. To remedy this problem, ZB05
use the net surface heating, Qw in computing L only when L is positive, and when Fd defined in Eq.
(19) is upward (i.e., negative) and σT > 0, they compute L by redefining the local buoyancy flux, FB
in Eq. (24) as follows:
FB =
gα
ρwcw
Fd =
gακu∗ (1+µ)
φ
σT , (25)
hence L and ζ will be always positive. ZB05 use the following stability function:
φ(ζ ) =
{
1+5ζ ζ ≥ 0,
(1−16ζ )−1/2 ζ < 0. (26)
Using the positive branch of above φ(ζ ) and the definition of L given in Eq. (23) and setting
ζ = d/L, we obtain
FB =
u3∗(φ −1)
κ5d
. (27)
Equating (25) and (27) gives the quadratic
φ(φ −1) = κ2(1+µ) 5d g
u2∗
ασT , (28)
whose solution can be inserted in either (25) or (27) to obtain FB. For φ  1, ZB05 arrived at
following approximate solution (by setting φ ≈ 5ζ in Eq. (26))
φ 2s
def
= κ2(1+µ)
fφd g
u2∗
ασT , fφ = 5, (29)
instead of the following (positive) exact solution of Eq. (28),
φe =
1
2
(
1+
√
1+gφ φ 2s
)
, gφ = 4. (30)
Although results from ZB05 suggest that their treatment of turbulence may be adequate for a
simple warm-layer model, it is still quite unsatisfying. After all, the fact that the turbulence is not in
equilibrium with the surface buoyancy flux true not only after sunset, it’s just obvious after sunset
when FB < 0. For small positive buoyancy flux, the turbulent mixing computed from (26) acts to
destroy the warm layer too soon. Moreover, the turbulent heat flux Fd changes discontinuously,
from a large neutral value when FB = 0 to something much smaller immediately after the switch
in their scheme (to calculate FB). Guided by this reasoning, as mentioned in section 2.2 of ATS17,
they opted to avoid having an abrupt change in σT , but at the expense of a rapid decay in σT ; see
ATS17 and Gentemann and Akella (2018) for further details. Note that other implementations of
the ZB05 model also suffer from an abrupt decay in σT (see While and Martin (2013) and While
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et al. (2017)). Large and Caron (2015) (see their figure 4) suggest another way (similar to ZB05)
to introduce a switch in σT (to thereby avoid its its unrealistic drop). This approach is based on the
overall ZB05 scheme, but uses a different formulation for the calculation of the diffusivity K(d) in
Eq. (20), that involves the computation of the Richardson number using a diurnally varying salinity
and surface currents. We did not adopt the Large and Caron (2015) model due to this additional
complexity and the undesirable switches, and our future plans of revising the AOIL (see section 1).
Figure 4 illustrates the solution of Eq. (21) for an idealized day, with constant values of u∗, and
with insolation as in Large and Caron (2015). Here we set
SWtop = SWmax sin2
[
2pi
(
t−6hrs
24hrs
)]
,
between t = 6− 18hrs, otherwise SWtop = 0. SWmax is set to 900 Wm−2, and the non-solar heat
flux, Q↓, is set to -150 Wm−2. We used the Soloviev (1982) shortwave absorption profile SWz =[
∑i=1,3 ai exp(−zbi)
]
SWtop, to calculate SWd and SWD (see ZB05 for values of the coefficients
ai,bi, i = 1,3); Qσ and SWtop are shown in the inset. Other parameters were set to following values:
d = 2, D = 10, µ = 0.2.
Notice the behavior of σT in the late afternoon when the ZB05 scheme changes from surface
M-O to local M-O, particularly in the calm wind (u∗ = 2mms−1) case; focus in particular on when
the dash-dot (ATS17) and dashed (ZB05) lines deviate just after Qσ changes sign. A plot of τσ
clearly illustrates this problem with the ZB05 scheme; see Fig. 5.
Figure 4 also shows two limiting cases: the thin gray line shows the solution of Eq. (21) when
turbulent mixing is ignored (i.e., neglecting the second term on the right hand side of (21)). The
thick gray line is for neutral stability (φ = 1, u∗ = 2mms−1) throughout the day. The former limiting
case is essentially what ZB05, or any scheme, does in the warming phase for sufficiently light winds.
In general, all solutions for schemes that are based on the general ZB05 model framework must lie
between these two limits, and they will differ only in how they parameterize the stability dependence
of Fd given in Eq. (17).
In order to obtain a continuous σT , while avoiding the unrealistic sharp decay as in ATS17, we
simply use the φe given in Eq. (30) to calculate the relaxation time-scale τσ in Eq. (22); note that
this stability function, φe, is independent of ζ . The solution of Eq. (21) with this simple change is
shown in Fig. 4, and corresponding τσ is plotted in Fig. 5. Comparing ZB05 with our new scheme,
we see that the latter has a slightly lower amplitude of σT for calm winds (u∗ = 2 and 4mms−1), and
is indistinguishable from ZB05 for larger u∗. Our new scheme avoids the sudden drop in σT and the
discontinuity obtained with the ZB05 scheme. Since this is a simulation for an idealized day, we
emphasize that one cannot judge from this comparison which solution is better. Results in section 4
include direct comparisons with observations.
4 Offline-line simulations with buoy observations
4.1 Data and simulation set-up
To validate our new scheme, we use buoy-measured temperatures and surface fluxes Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) Upper Ocean Processes Group (accessed in April, 2018). We
consider data from three field campaigns: TOGA COARE (Weller and Anderson (1996), henceforth
referred to as Coare), Arabian Sea Experiment (now onwards, Arabian Sea) and Spurs-1. Locations
of these field campaigns are shown in Fig.6. We choose these specific data sets because they provide
both temperatures and surface fluxes; see http://uop.whoi.edu/projects/projects.
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Figure 4: σT versus Local Mean Time (LMT) for an ideal day with constant u∗ and Q↓ = −150
Wm−2. SWtop and Qσ are shown in the inset. Two limiting cases are also shown in gray color: the
upper limiting case (thin gray) ignores diffusive effects, and the lower limiting case (thick gray) is
for u∗ = 2 mm/s and neutral stability, φ = 1. Dashed (‘- -’) lines are from the ZB05 model, dash dot
(‘-.’) are from the ATS17 scheme which ignores stability effects in late afternoon, and solid (‘–’)
lines are produced with the stability function given in Eq. (30). Blue, green, magenta and black
color lines are for u∗ = 2,4,6 and 8 mm/s, respectively. Note that results with the ATS17 and ZB05
schemes are identical until Qσ changes sign in the late afternoon; thereafter there is a discontinuity
in the evolution of σT with the ZB05 scheme, particularly for low values of u∗.
html for further details. In the following, our results are not restricted to short-term comparisons
(one week to ten days as in ZB05 and Takaya et al. (2010)), but instead cover the entire duration of
these field campaigns4. See Table 1 for start and end dates.
Table 1: Summary of data sets for offline simulations
Data Set Location Period (year/month/day) Depth (m)
latitude (oN) longitude (oE) start date end date ztop d
Coare -1.76 155.99 1992/11/01 1993/03/01 0.45 2.00
Arabian Sea 15.50 61.50 1994/11/01 1995/10/01 0.17 1.91
Spurs-1 24.58 -38.00 2012/10/01 2013/09/01 1.30 2.10
Following the set-up of offline-simulations in ZB05 and Takaya et al. (2010), we compare our
new scheme (henceforth referred to as NEW) with ZB05 and ATS17 in the AGCM configuration
described in section 2.2. We opt for this configuration in order to compare with the ZB05 model,
which was implemented in an AGCM. Therefore Qσ = Qw, with the depth of the AOIL, d, given in
4The first day of the month has been used only for the sake of convenience, without causing any change in the outcome
of our simulations.
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Figure 5: The relaxation time-scale, τσ in hours for the ZB05 scheme (‘- -’), the ATS17 scheme
(‘-.’), and our new scheme (‘–’) for u∗ = 2,4,6 and 8 mm/s (blue, green, magenta and black color
lines, respectively). The inset plot is the same as in Figure 4. Note the discontinuity in τσ when the
ZB05 scheme switches from surface to local M-O-based FB.
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Figure 6: Locations and names of the data from field campaigns used for offline simulations
the last column of Table 1 for each of the above three data sets. Following ZB05 and as in section
3, for simplicity we use the Soloviev (1982) shortwave absorption profile to determine SWd . The
value of the exponent µ in the temperature profile Eq. (12) was set to 0.3; the sensitivity of the
NEW scheme to µ will be discussed in section 4.2. Other variables (SWtop,Q↓ and u∗) are simply
read from the WHOI data sets. Solution of Eq. (21) yields σT . Using the measured temperature at
depth, d, as the foundation temperature, Tf , we can determine T (z = ztop) from equations (12) and
(14); ztop is also given in Table 1.
Figures 7- 9 show time series of observed temperatures (T (z = ztop) and Tf = T (z = d)), Qσ
and u∗ for the above three data sets. In calm winds and under high insolation, the temperature
difference: T (ztop)− Td can exceed 3oC, as in the Coare data around Dec 5, 1992 (Fig.7). The
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Coare data set also exhibits consistently larger diurnal warming events than the other two, though
this field campaign was for a shorter duration (Fig. 7- 9). Notice that during the night time or in
high wind conditions, T (ztop)−Td approaches zero (as shown for the idealized day in Fig. 4) or can
be negative due to nocturnal cooling or mixing (see, for example, Nov 10, 1992 and Jan 04, 1993
in Fig.7; Nov 01, 2012 in Fig.9). In the case of Spurs-1, the depths ztop and d are closer than in the
other data sets, which could explain its smaller diurnal warming amplitudes seen in this case. Due to
the ubiquitous nature of diurnal warming events in all three data sets, in the following subsections,
we will compare the observed temperature difference T (ztop)−Td with the temperature differences
produced by the ZB05, ATS17 and NEW schemes using averaged differences.
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Figure 7: Time series of observed temperatures at ztop and d (top panel), heat flux (Qσ , middle
panel) and friction velocity in water (u∗, bottom panel) for the Coare data set.
4.2 Parameter tuning of the NEW scheme
Recall that the temperature profile, T (z), in Eq. (12) and the relaxation time-scale, τσ in Eq. (22),
both depend on the scalar µ. The other parameter that impacts τσ is fφ in Eq. (29). As already stated
in section 2, µ ∈ (0,1]; for smaller values, T (z) profile peaks closer to the surface (i.e., as z→ 0) and
for larger values close to unity, we obtain a linear variation of the temperature profile with depth.
Therefore it is obvious to expect that the temperature differences should be strongly affected by the
choice of µ. On the other hand fφ directly impacts the similarity function via Eq. (22), τσ ∝ φ ,
and hence larger values of fφ lead to longer relaxation time-scales. ZB05 set µ = 0.3 and fφ = 5.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of our NEW scheme to both µ and fφ , we calculated the
difference between our model predicted T (ztop) and corresponding observed values, for the entire
duration of each of the data sets in Table 1 and over a range of values of these two parameters. The
resulting errors were then binned into three wind speed regimes: low (u∗ ∈ [0,3) mm/s), medium
(u∗ ∈ [3,6) mm/s) and high (u∗ ≥ 6 mm/s). Colormaps of the mean and standard deviation of these
these differences for the three field campaigns are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. For
reference sake, values obtained with the ZB05 model using the above-noted parameter values are
also shown (values for the ATS17 model are not shown because the results are similar to those for
17
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Figure 8: Same as Fig.7 but for the Arabian Sea Experiment.
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Figure 9: Same as Fig.7 but for the Spurs-1 field campaign.
the ZB05 model).
The largest errors (mean and standard deviation) were obtained for µ = 0.1, and errors decreased
with increasing µ, with a small negative mean error found for µ close to 1. Due to negligible
stratification at high winds, the relatively small diurnal warming amplitude results in the smallest
errors for u∗ ≥ 6mm/s. Based on the mean and standard deviations for all three cases, we chose
{ fφ ,µ} = {3,0.3}. One can advocate for the application of a robust parameter estimation (Navon,
1998) procedure to determine the optimal set. However, we refrain from adopting such a procedure
because, as shown in Figures 10 and 11, the error statistics vary based on the data set and wind
speed regime. In other words, the error has a spatial variability, and it perhaps has a seasonal
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variability because winds vary seasonally, though it is beyond the scope of this work to illustrate
this. Ultimately the AOIL will be implemented in the GCM, and for such an implementation, the
computational expense of online parameter estimation would not be negligible. For now we proceed
with the above choice of the two parameters in our NEW scheme.
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Figure 10: Time-averaged mean of the difference between observed and NEW scheme-predicted
T (ztop) as a function of µ and fφ . Top, middle and bottom rows are for the Coare, Arabian Sea and
Spurs-1 datasets, respectively. Left, middle and right panels are for u∗ contained within [0,3), [3,6)
and [6,∞) mm/s, respectively. The number of samples for each case is shown in the top left corner.
The ZB05 { fφ ,µ} is marked with a white open square along with its mean value. Note the difference
in colorscales.
4.3 Correlation between observed and modeled diurnal warming
We now compare the diurnal warming T (ztop)− Td , from the observations against that from the
ZB05, ATS17 and NEW schemes. As described in section 4.1, Td is the observed temperature at
depth d in all these cases. Figures 12- 14 show, for the three field campaign datasets, scatter plots
of the observed and modeled diurnal warming for different wind speed regimes. Notice that our
new scheme has the smallest standard deviation for the Coare and Arabian Sea datasets and has a
standard deviation comparable to that of the other schemes for Spurs-1. We speculate that because
of the deeper ztop for Spurs-1, all schemes have a significant departure from the best fit line. As
noted earlier, the errors are significantly lower for high wind speeds. However, all the schemes are
unable to capture the diurnal warming amplitude at these high wind speeds, and they consistently
over predict the diurnal warming. Since the mean error is of the order of tenths of a centigrade, it is
within the typical range of instrument uncertainties.
4.4 Diurnal variation as a function of wind speed
Now we compare the diurnal variability from our NEW scheme with that from the ATS17 scheme
to show that our proposed formulation addresses the ATS17 scheme’s issue of unrealistically rapid
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Figure 11: Same as Fig. 10 but for the standard deviation of the differences
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Figure 12: Scatter plot of the modeled and observed diurnal warming, calculated from temperature
differences at z = ztop and d, for the Coare field campaign. Top, middle and bottom rows are for the
ZB05, ATS17 and NEW schemes respectively. As in Fig. 10, the left, middle and right panels are
for u∗ contained within the ranges [0,3), [3,6) and [6,∞) mm/s, respectively. The mean, standard
deviation, and number of data points are provided in the top left corner.
decay of diurnal warming (Gentemann and Akella, 2018). For reference, diurnal variability for the
ZB05 scheme is also shown. Figures 15 - 17 show, for the three field campaigns, the averaged
diurnal variability as a function of Local Mean Time (LMT) for low to high wind speed regimes.
The problem with the ATS17 scheme is evident; the diurnal warming consistently decays by 4:30PM
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Figure 13: Same as Fig. 12, but for the Arabian Sea.
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Figure 14: Same as Fig. 12, but for the Spurs-1.
LMT. Since the diurnal warming has been averaged over the duration of the field campaign, the
discontinuous evolution of diurnal warming obtained with ZB05 (see section 3) cannot be seen.
However, the ZB05 scheme over predicts the amplitude of diurnal warming for low wind speeds.
For both the Coare and Arabian Sea datasets, both of these issues seem to be addressed by our NEW
scheme (which uses, by the way, the parameter values described in section 4.2). Notice again that
the Spurs-1 data set, with its deeper ztop, poses a difficulty for all of the schemes. For Spurs-1,
the warm bias at low wind speeds is in excess 0.3oC; we hope to address this issue in future work.
Meanwhile, based on the results obtained with our NEW scheme, we feel encouraged to proceed
with its implementation in the AOIL of the GEOS- GCM and DAS.
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Figure 15: Comparison of Coare observed (solid lines) and modeled (dashed lines) averaged diurnal
warming as a function of the Local Mean Time (LMT), for different wind speed regimes (left panels)
and for all wind speeds (right panels). The top, middle and bottom panels are for the ZB05, ATS17
and NEW schemes, respectively. In the left panels, diurnal warming data were sorted into five bins
of u∗ values, each bin having a width of 2.5mm/s; the center of each bin is shown in the legend. The
right panels also show ± half standard deviation of diurnal warming in shades of gray (observed)
and blue (modeled). Due to averaging, notice the uneven evolution of diurnal warming in the (left)
right panels.
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Figure 16: Same as Fig. 15 but for the Arabian Sea.
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Figure 17: Same as Fig. 15 but for the Spurs-1.
5 Summary and conclusions
It is imperative for the GMAO to develop an IESA that includes an Atmosphere-Ocean CDAS. To
achieve this goal, the GEOS GCM needs to be flexible enough to support the GMAO “Forward
Processing" (FP) system which implements an ADAS that in-turn relies on an AGCM, and also the
future AO-CDAS that would use the AOGCM. The AOIL has been formulated as a computationally
effective approach to support both the AGCM and AOGCM. It also simulates the near-surface vari-
ations over the ocean, for satellite radiance data assimilation at negligible expense. This AOIL can
be embedded into the top layer of the OGCM if the GEOS GCM is exercised in coupled, AOGCM
mode. In uncoupled (AGCM) mode, with minor modifications, it provides the same functionality by
reading in the required oceanic fields from existing data sets. The present formulation of the AOIL
provides means to simulate near-surface diurnal warming and cool-skin effects; treatment of other
variables such as surface salinity and sea-ice is left for future work. We also formulated and tested
improvements to the diurnal warming model formulation that is currently being used in the GMAO
ADAS. Offline model tests with buoy measurements demonstrate that the proposed formulation
does not have the sharp drop in diurnal warming seen in the current operational version.
The next step is to implement this formulation of the AOIL into the GEOS GCM and establish
an improved diurnal warming cycle in the GEOS ADAS and FP system. Thereafter we will proceed
with the AO-CDAS development. As we learn from time-series of near-surface ocean observations
and departures of model predictions from these observations, we anticipate further refinements to
this formulation- perhaps an increase in its vertical resolution or a revamping of the formulation into
more comprehensive mixed layer model. To a large extent the version and resolution of the OGCM
will be key factors in these developments.
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Appendix A. Acronyms
ADAS atmospheric data assimilation system
AGCM atmospheric general circulation model
AOGCM atmosphere ocean general circulation model
AOIL atmosphere-ocean interface layer
DAS data assimilation system
CDAS coupled data assimilation system
ECMWF European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
GCM general circulation model
GEOS Goddard Earth Observing System
GFDL Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
GMAO Global Modeling and Assimilation Office
IESA integrated earth system analysis
MERRA Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis For Research and Applications
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
OGCM ocean general circulation model
SST sea surface temperature
WWRP World Weather Research Program
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Appendix B. Cool skin layer
Here we briefly describe the calculations in the cool-skin layer. This layer lies just below the
air-sea interface and has a thickness of a few millimeters. It is cooled by longwave, sensible, and
latent heat fluxes to the atmosphere. See Curry et al. (2004); Saunders (1967); see also Horrocks
et al. (2003) and references therein for more details on the importance of its inclusion from a satellite
radiance perspective. But because it is so thin, it cannot be warmed by solar fluxes below the surface;
the heat leaving the ocean’s surface can only be balanced by molecular diffusion. We follow Fairall
et al. (1996) and ZB05 in assuming the diffusive flux is constant within this layer, leading to a
temperature drop,
∆Tc = Tδ −Ts = max
(
δ
ρw cw kw
Qcnet , 0
)
, (B.1)
where ρw,cw, and kw denote density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity of sea water, respec-
tively. The layer thickness δ is assumed to be proportional to the Kolmogorov scale, νwε , where νw
is the kinematic viscosity of seawater and ε ∝ u∗δ is the turbulent dissipation rate, with
δ =
λ νw
u∗
. (B.2)
The friction velocity over water is given by u∗ = u∗,a
√
ρa/ρw, u∗,a is the atmosphere friction veloc-
ity and ρa is air density. Qcnet is the net heat flux in the cool layer, which depends on the non-solar
fluxes Q↓ in Eq. (9) and only a fraction of the net downward surface shortwave flux (SWtop):
Qcnet = Q
↓− fc SWtop. (B.3)
Following ATS17 and ZB05, fc = 0.065+ 11δ − 6.6×10−5δ [1− exp(− δ8×10−4 )]. The Saunders pa-
rameter, λ , is computed as in Fairall et al. (1996):
λ = 6
[
1+
{
(
αw gFvB
ρw cw
)(
16ρ2w c2wν3w
κ2w
)
1
u4∗,w
}3/4]−1/3
, (B.4)
where g denotes the acceleration due to gravity and αw is the water thermal expansion coefficient.
Here, FvB is the virtual surface buoyancy flux:
FvB = Q
↓+
(
Sβcw
αwLe
)
Hl, (B.5)
where Le denotes the latent heat of vaporization of seawater, S is the mean salinity, and β is its
expansion coefficient. We follow Fairall et al. (1996) to set Sβ = 0.026. However, as shown by
Saunders (1967), Turner (1979) and Boutin et al. (2016) and references therein, the near-surface
salinity varies with the evaporation rate. Future refinement and revision of the AOIL, will include
some of these effects in the calculation of FvB .
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Appendix C. Recommendations for seasonal forecasting applications
The following remarks and suggestions are for the developers and potential users of the seasonal
forecasting system.
• As already stated and formulated in Eq. (11), the formulation of the present AOIL does not
imply any change to the OGCM.
• If the AOIL is absent, then the OGCM top layer temperature, To, is equal to the AGCM skin
SST, Ts. By the same token, in the presence of the AOIL, the OGCM is impacted by it only via
indirect feedbacks through the non-solar fluxes, Q↓. These fluxes depend on Ts as calculated
by the AOIL with the inclusion of near-surface variability.
• If the OGCM has more than one vertical level in the top 10m (i.e., the top level thickness, D,
is less than < 10m), then one simple possibility (as used at the ECMWF; Kristian Mogensen,
personal communication, 2018) is to simply set Ts = To−∆Tc. (The thickness of the top level
in the ECMWF OGCM is 2m.)
• The present formulation of the AOIL is for near-surface temperature variations only, and the
main driver for its development is satellite radiance data assimilationC1. For other oceanic
variables such as the OGCM-calculated salinity and sea-ice (thickness, temperature, etc), we
recommend that these variables be used by the AGCM without any change. For example, the
OGCM top level salinity, So, would be equal to the sea surface salinity, and to solve for So,
the OGCM would be given the rates of evaporation, precipitation, run-off and snow melt from
the AGCM (similar to Hewitt et al. (2011)).
C1This does not apply to the seasonal forecasting systems since they do not analyze their atmospheric state (Borovikov
et al., 2017).
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